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Handwaving and semi-classical graphics are widely used to illustrate spin dynamics 
such as excitation and echoes. Quantum descriptions are often accompanied by different 
figures such as level diagrams and cone figures. In this talk, the relation between quantum 
and classical mechanics is discussed with a particular focus on visualisation. It is argued 
that the classical and the quantum descriptions of basic NMR are more similar than they 
may first appear, and that „classical” illustrations can accurately depict essential aspects of 
quantum NMR1. In contrast, illustrations meant to convey quantum mechanics often do 
not2. Figures that are misleading or divert attention from crucial aspects are abundant. 
Simple graphical tools aimed at early NMR and MRI education are demonstrated. 
 
 
Figure 1. Bloch vector visualization3 of thermal equilibrium which is equally valid from 
classical and quantum perspectives. 
 
Figure 2. The Bloch Simulator4 is a free Flash™ application running directly in most 
browsers. It can be used to explore basic NMR and MRI methods such as echo formation. 
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